I. INTRODUCTION
Consider two random variables X and Y, where Y is arbitrary and where X takes values in a finite or countably infinite set X. The minimum-error-probability estimate of X conditioned on the observation of Y is given by s = al-g { n&x$kIY) 1 where 7r(klY) ii P(X = klY).
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IEEE Log Number 9414768. Fig. 1 . A ternary hypothesis testing problem with X E {ao, ai, oa} and with a ternary observation Y E {bo, bl, bz}.
The maximum occurring in the argument of the expectation of (3) often makes the mimimum error probability E difficult to deal with directly. For this reason, bounds on E are of interest in areas for which multihypothesis testing is of central importance, such as digital communications, information theory, and pattern recognition. Such bounds basically have two uses-computational and analytical. In particular, some error-probability bounds are useful because they are simpler to compute than is the actual error probability, and thereby provide a means for performance prediction in multihypothesis testing; whereas other such bounds are of use because they provide analytically tractable means of assessing the behavior of the error probability as various asymptotes are approached. Bounds of this latter type play an important role in the development and proof of coding theorems, and this correspondence presents a new lower bound of this type.
Two classical lower bounds on the multihypothesis error probability that have found use in proving coding theorems are the Fano and Shannon inequalities, which place lower bounds on E in testing among JXI = M < co equiprobable hypotheses. In particular, the Fano inequality (e.g., [ 11) is given by E>1--I(x;y)+log2 - Px(k) = &, k E x.
In the case of nonequiprobable and possibly countably infinitely valued X, the Fano inequality (4) has recently been generalized by Han and Verdti [3] ; viz.
1(X; Y) + log 2 E > l+ log ( maxkw Px (k)) ' 001%9448/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE a Fig. 2 . Lower bounds on the minimum error probability t for the example in Fig. 1 with equiprobable hypotheses.
Another recent lower bound that holds for equiprobable X was obtained by Verdii and Han [4] ; namely E > P(7r(XIY) 2 a) -a, 0 5 a 2 1.
This latter bound was used in [4] to provide a converse to the channel coding theorem, which leads to a general expression for channel capacity. As noted in [4], the Fano bound (4) (or its generalization (8)) is not powerful enough to provide such a general result. Note that each of the above bounds replaces the maximum occurring in (3) with a simpler quantity+ither the cdf or the expectation of the information density-that can be analyzed asympotically via ergodic or large deviations properties. This is the essence of the usefulness of these bounds.
In this correspondence we present a new lower bound on E that is always tighter than both the Shannon and Verdu-Han bounds of (7) and (9), and that shares their advantage over the Fano inequality (4), (8) of providing general converses in channel coding. Moreover, this bound has a simple proof that holds not only for a finite number of equiprobable hypotheses, but also for countably many hypotheses with an arbitrary prior distribution.
II. NEW BOUND
The new bound in summarized in the following result, a proof of which is found in Section III.
Theorem 1: Suppose X and Y are random variables, with X taking on a finite (or countably infinite) number of values. The minimum probability of error E in estimating X from Y satisfies the inequality 6 2 Cl-~P(4XIY) 5 Q'),
for each cy E [0, 11, where n(X]Y) is defined as in (2).
To gain an intuitive understanding of this bound, note that the cdf of the posterior probabilities rr(X]Y) will be close to 1 only for values of Q close to 1 if the hypothesis-testing problem is one of "low noise." Conversely, this cdf will be close to 1 for all but small values of cy in "high-noise" situations. Once the cdf is multiplied by (1 -cy) the function attains a low/high maximum, respectively.
It is easy to find examples where the bound given in Theorem 1 is tighter than Fano's bound (4) or its generalizations (8). (One such example is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 .) In addition, the lower bound in Theorem 1 is stronger and more general than the bounds by Shannon (7) and Verdti and Han (9). The Shannon bound (7) corresponds to the special case where (Y = l/2 and X is equally likely to take any of &f values. The Shannon bound can be used to prove a general channel capacity converse (such as the one in [4]), and an upper bound on the reliability function (optimum error exponent). However, in contrast to the Verdu-Han bound (9), the Shannon bound does not lead to a tight result for E-capacity. The Verdli-Han bound (9) also corresponds to the case of equiprobable hypotheses, and it is weaker than the bound (10) by the amount cyP(7r(XJY) > a).
The bound (9) can be used to prove a general channel capacity converse and a formula for e-capacity [4] . However, (9) does not lead to a tight result on the reliability function. Therefore, Theorem 1 gives the first known bound to result in both general formulas for channel capacity and e-capacity plus the following converse result for the channel reliability function:
Proposition:
For any R > 0, define the channel reliability function E(R) as the largest scalar p > 0 such that there exists a sequence of (~,M,E,) codes with 
Proof of the Proposition:
Let us use the bound of Theorem 1 with arbitrary fixed cz E (0,l) for any (n, M, 6") code. In this case X of Theorem 1 takes izI equiprobable values on the codebook, which is a subset of the set of input n-strings. Using the same reasoning as that leading to (7), Theorem 1 implies REFERENCES 1 ; log $ 5 ; logl-cl! + ; ","p log l/P n [ (
which holds for all sufficiently large n because of (13). Then, (14) follows from (12) and the above inequality. 0 We conjecture that the bound (14) is in fact tight; however, the known approaches to the constructive part of the coding theorem are not sufficient to prove this conjecture even for the simplest channels (for which the reliability function is not yet known for all rates). For example, in the case of a binary-symmetric channel, the evaluation of the right-hand side of (14) is an interesting unsolved large-deviations/optimization problem. 
III. PROOF OF THE
In view of (15) and (18), all we need to do is to relate E{& } to E{Zi l{Zi > e}} using the fact that 0 5 21 5 1. Since 21 5 1 note that, for any a E [0, l] we have 2' = a& + (1 -a)& i: Q + (1 -a)Z11{21 > G} (19) which is tantamount to upperbounding 21 by cy + (1 -cr)Zi when o < 21 5 1, and by cy, otherwise.
Thus on combining (18) and (19), we have
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Venugopal V. Veeravalli, Member, IEEE, and Carl W. Baum, Member, IEEE Abstract-A sequential multihypothesis test known as the MSPRT is generalized to account for nonuniform decision costs. Bounds on error probabilities and asymptotic expressions for the stopping time and error probabilities are given. A key result of this correspondence is a proof that the generalized MSPRT is asymptotically efficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The sequential testing of more than two hypotheses has important applications in direct-sequence signal acquisition [ 11, [2] , multiple-resolution-element radar [3] , and other areas. Published work on sequential multihypothesis testing has generally taken two approaches. One approach has aimed at determining a Bayes optimal test, where optimality has been defined in terms of the minimization of a linear combination of two quantities: the expected decision cost and the expected number of observations taken by the test. A recursive solution to the Bayesian optimization problem has in fact been obtained [4]-[6] , but unfortunately, this solution is very complex and impractical except in a few special cases.
A second approach has focused on extending and generalizing the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT), a binary test, to incorporate more than two hypotheses. A survey of many of these tests is found in [7] . Although these tests are of low complexity, they have been developed without much consideration to optimality.
In [8] , a test is given that incorporates both approaches. The test, called the Mary Sequential Probability .Ratio Test (MSPRT), is a generalization of the SPRT. The MSPRT has a simple structure that facilitates implementation, and it is also based on the solution to the Bayesian optimization problem. It is shown in [8] that the MSPRT approximates the Bayes optimal test, and an example demonstrates that, in at least some cases, the MSPRT is asymptotically optimal as the cost per observation decreases to zero. The MSPRT test structure Manuscript received October 16, 1994; revised April 19, 1995 
